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Facilities that do not accurately track their
fixed assets are at an increased risk for
significant losses caused by natural disasters.
The Medial University of South Carolina faced
one such disaster when they were hit by a
hurricane in 2002. The lab lost $60 million
dollars when they were unable to identify
their assets after the building was flooded.

KEEPING YOUR FIXED ASSETS TRACKED AND UNDER YOUR
CONTROL



They reached out to Assertive
Industries for their expertise in fixed
asset management for medical
facilities. Between 2003 and 2007 AI
was able to complete a full inventory
of laboratories, research facilities,
medical areas, and support areas as
well as reconcile their assets in a
floor to book audit to bring them
back into compliance. On an annual
basis AI ensured that the University
was SOX compliant. 

They were also able to provide a
Peer FA system for the Medical
University of SC to help them
manage their fixed assets moving
forward.

A C T I O N R E S U L T

Full inventory of laboratories, research facilities,
and medical and support areas.

Reconcile assets in a floor-to-book audit.

Ensure and certify that the University was SOX
compliant annually

Provided PEER FA system to help them manage
their fixed assets.

While it is unfortunate that it took a
natural disaster for this organization
to begin developing a sound fixed
asset management system, they are
now able to continue to save money
and better serve their staff with the
efficiencies that Assertive Industries
was able to create for them.

Brought the university
back into compliance. 

Provided disaster
proof tools and
systems necessary to
keep track of fixed
assets going forward
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Call Us For A Free Consultation and
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